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General Research Problem
How can unwanted interactions with personal voice assistants be prevented?
1 in 4 Americans own a smart home device such as a Google Home, Amazon
Alexa, or Apple Homepod with a personal voice assistant (Bitterly 2019). Factor in
smartphones with built-in voice assistants, and a lot of people are near devices that are
listening to them at all times. Although they stay in standby until hearing the trigger
phrases “Hey Siri,” “Okay Google,” or “Alexa,” accidental activations are frequent. They
can occur at the worst times: during medical consultations or confidential interviews, for
example. Users would not have to entrust large tech companies with their personal data if
they could prevent the companies from accessing it.

Voice Privacy: Preventing Alexa from Eavesdropping
How can trends and patterns in Amazon Alexa voice history aid owners in tracking
recorded conversations and deleting unwanted voice data?
I am doing undergraduate research for my capstone project this year. It is through
the Computer Science department at UVA, my technical capstone advisor is professor
Yuan Tian. I am collaborating with Gabriel Simmons, another Undergraduate researcher.
Tu Le, a PHD candidate at UVA, is our PHD mentor who is guiding us along as he works
on his own research. Danny Huang, an Assistant Professor at NYU, is providing
additional guidance to us and Tu.
My technical project involves giving users a tool to download the usage data of
Amazon Alexa devices and build classifiers to help users manage voice history. The tool
allows users to download conversations heard by Alexa to their local machine, track who
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uses Alexa for what purposes, search through specific interactions, and auto-delete all
conversation history or just sensitive history. Once our tool is out, we will analyze what
data participants are deleting and why to better help decide what data should be autodeleted. We hope to get this tool released by the end of the spring semester.
Our goal is to put privacy into the forefront of users’ minds when they use voice
assistants. A constraint is that our extension only works with Amazon Alexa, we can’t
help manage voice data from Google Assistant, Siri, and other voice assistants. The state
of the art is going to the voice history webpage on Amazon, looking at and listening to all
interactions with Alexa, keeping wanted voice interactions on Amazon’s servers, and
individually deleting unwanted interactions (Amazon). There are currently two webpages
that need to be visited if the user wants all data amazon is keeping on them. Our method
of creating the tool to manage voice history is creating a google chrome extension. We
are coding it in JavaScript. This introduces another constraint: users will have to use
google chrome to participate. Right now, we are only using the chrome extension on our
local machines, it hasn’t been released to the public yet. We test and experiment using the
extension on our own personal Alexa voice history. To get information on what
participants are deleting, we will prompt them to explain why they are deleting voice
interactions when done through the extension.
We hope to complete the chrome extension by the end of the spring. Once
finished, the extension will be released to the public, and our team will collect usage data
for a few months. Once we have collected enough data, we hope to write a conference
paper on our findings.
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The Struggle for Control of Personal Data
In the U.S. since 2010, how have privacy advocates attempted to limit data collection by
voice assistants?
Interactions with voice assistants provide a great resource to the technology
companies that make them. With voice histories, tech companies can better understand
what users say, target marketing to them, and sell data to advertisers. When asked what
they listen to and store in servers, voice assistants tell users they awake only to a trigger
phrase (“Alexa,” Hey Siri,” or “Okay Google”); they then offer a link to the tech
company’s privacy webpage. However, voice assistants frequently misinterpret other
sounds as the trigger phrase, when they may turn active and record a sensitive
conversation. Privacy advocates, lawmakers, and general consumers alike want to know
why unwanted conversations are recorded and stored on tech companies’ servers, to what
extent more conversations are recorded without users’ consent, andwhat companies are
doing to limit unauthorized data collection and storage. They demand useful devices that
also protect users’ privacy.
According to Acquisti, Taylor, and Wagman (2016) privacy is an economic value
entailing tradeoffs with other values, such as utility. A more secure product may be less
usable. For example, a more secure device may require hands-on operation, may require a
manually activated microphone, and may not recognize the user’s voice. Martin (2016)
proposes that online privacy is a voluntary contract between users and data collectors.
Users do not give their data away; they trade it in a mutually beneficial exchange. The
user of a voice assistant must trust that the tech company records only by user consent,
and that user-device interactions are secure. Ferraris et al. (2020), propose a user trust
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model in which users trust scores are derived from household size, number of visitors,
and types of conversations near the voice assistant and similar variables.The scores
indicate which voice assistants suit the user’s trust standards.
Participants include the manufacturers of voice assistants: Google, Amazon, and
Apple. Google’s profit model depends on data collection for ad targeting and ad revenue.
Advertisers pay Google to personalize ads to each user. Google Assistant answers many
user questions through Google searches. Google claims that Google Assistant keeps no
record of voice interactions unless the user prompts it to do so, and that the company sells
no data (Google). Amazon profits through purchases on its online marketplace. With its
voice assistant, Alexa, users can quickly purchase products from Amazon. Alexa stores
all voice interactions on its servers unless the user deletes them (Amazon). Apple profits
from hardware sales. Its products’ voice assistant, Siri, is built in, or it can be connected
to one device from another device. Apple claims it stores no voice history except by user
prompt, and that data are stored only to improve product utility (Apple, n.d.).
Privacy advocates are demanding that voice assistants be subject to stricter data
collection, storage, and use standards. Echo Kids Privacy (EKP) is a coalition of
advocacies, including Center for Digital Democracy, Campaign for a Commercial-Free
Childhood, and Parents Across America. Contending that by unintentionally recording
children’s conversations, Alexa violates the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
(COPPA), EKP submitted a formal complaint to the Federal Trade Commission (EKP,
2019). Some lawmakers seek to regulate the collection of voice data. They favor stricter
voice data use standards, such as preventing the sale of voice data for targeted
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advertising. (Silvestro et al., 2016). U.S. Senator Chris Coons of Delaware, a Democrat,
has objected to Amazon’s data collection practices (Huseman 2019).
Malicious third parties can gather voice data surreptitiously. They may sell data to
advertisers, they may hold sensitive conversations for ransom, or they may serve foreign
intelligence agencies. They can attack voice assistants through wiretapping, through
hacking attacks, or by activating assistants without the user’s knowledge (Chung et al.,
2017).
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